Dependably secured
Mechanical Access Control

Mechanical Access Control

Intelligence and convenience
united in a single system
A locking system always becomes more important when access rights have to be adapted to
the building and authorisation structure. Winkhaus is well familiar with the various demands
of the market and develops overall concepts for mechanical access control adapted to meet
them.
Our locking systems allow the precise demarcation of function and competence areas from
one another and hierarchical definition of access authorisations. This makes them a user-friendly organisation aid for the most disparate of building types – from private homes to
large building complexes.
Our product portfolio has grown in size and performance over the years: a wide range of
profiles in combination with many conventional and individual cylinder types guarantee
comprehensive project execution – tailored precisely to your plans. Scalable systems which
adapt to the growing challenges of building and authorisation structure are now part of our
standards.
We cordially invite you to learn more about our multi-faceted solutions for mechanical access control on the following pages.
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Applications

Individual access solutions for any building size
In private homes or heavily frequented building complexes alike: security and convenience are
crucial for our wellbeing. Comprehensive mechanical solutions from Winkhaus allow you to
professionally organise access to your buildings, even as complexity increases. On the following
pages, you will find out more about the many different applications of our systems.

A secure home
provides peace of mind
Feeling safe within one’s own four walls gives people a good feeling. And that’s
where Winkhaus’ access solutions start. Individually selectable components
allow our mechanical locking systems to be optimally adjusted to meet your
needs: Our standard range already offers great flexibility for your specific installation situation, such as in private homes as well as residential and commercial buildings.
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Applications
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	Double cylinder
Application area: entrance
and passageway doors
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	H alf cylinder
Application area: garage door

3

	Round cylinder
Application area: cabinet rim
locks

4

 ever cylinder
L
Application area: mailbox system
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Applications

Greater security
in the public sector
In heavily frequented buildings, such as hospitals and nursing facilities, mechanical locking systems from Winkhaus provide freedom of movement to those who

1

	Double cylinder
Application area: entrance door

2

	H alf cylinder
	Application areas: lift control,
garage doors, gate systems, sliding
and revolving doors, parking lot
barriers

3

	Round cylinder
Application area: cabinet
rim locks

4

Lever cylinder
Application area: mailbox system

use the premises on a daily basis. They also provide protection from unauthorised access. Our extensive product portfolio encompasses not only conventional
cylinder variants, it also offers the right solution for special applications in order
to meet the special security and convenience requirements of public institutions.
Winkhaus also allows you to combine mechanical and electronic locking components and equip your security concept with additional functions to secure buildings and meet your specific requirements.
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Applications

Anti-panic cylinder
with “anti-panic key”
	Application area: patient rooms

	K nob cylinder
	Application area: e. g. changing rooms
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7

	Range for furniture locks
	Application area: e. g. file
and document cabinets

202

Medicals

7
8

Mechanical/electronic
combination
	
Application areas: e. g. patients’ rooms,
medication rooms (electronic door
handle or access reader in combination
with Winkhaus mechatronic keys)
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Mechanical Access Control

Securely
organise heavily
frequented
buildings
A building complex which large numbers of people go into
and out of must be well organised. It should be openly accessible to day-to-day users and at the same time protect
high-security areas from unwanted access. Winkhaus offers
versatile components for this purpose. We are intimately
familiar with sensitive requirements such as fire protection,
emergency and panic doors, burglary alarm systems and
the securing of areas requiring special levels of protection.
Configurable security features can also be integrated, such
as expansions for subsequent growth which are possible at
virtually any time.
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Applications
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1

	Double cylinder
Application area: entrance and
passageway doors

2

	H alf cylinder
	Application areas: lift control, garage
doors, emergency door terminals,
sliding and revolving doors, parking lot
barriers

3

	Round cylinder
Application area: cabinet
rim locks

4

Lever cylinder
Application area: mailbox system

5

	K nob cylinder
	Application area: e. g. changing rooms

6

Anti-panic cylinder
with “anti-panic key”
	Application area: for activating the
emergency and anti-panic function

7

	Range for furniture locks
	Application areas: file cabinets, lockers
for employees, various office furniture

8

Mechanical/electronic combination
	Application area: sensitive rooms
and areas subject to documentation
requirements

E
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	H alf cylinder
with drill hole on back
	
Application area: lift control

ON
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Half cylinder
with defined locking path
	
Application areas: key switches
or escalators
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Cylinders for escape doors
	Application areas: emergency exit
or panic doors
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Scalable security

Scalable protection
for your premises
For the private and commercial sector alike, you’ll always be

The accessories for our products undergo extensive

on the safe side with Winkhaus’ mechanical locking systems

in-house testing and are approved by accredited test-

– and not only because of their robustness and quality.

ing institutes. This allows us to offer you the greatest

After

all,

the

robustness

and

quality

of

our

prod-

possible

planning

flexibility

to

implement

security concept.

ucts ensure high security standards for your premises:

Optional

drilling

and

pulling

protection,

integrat-

ed security features such as the protectBall, special key
geometries, profile definitions, profile check pins and ARS
tear-off protection effectively hinder attempts to tamper
with cylinders in the building. It also makes it much more difficult to make illegal key copies thanks to technical copying
protection.

copy protection

drilling protection

pulling protection

fire protection

impact protection

tear-off protection

variable length

ISO
9001

DIN
18252

DIN
EN 1303

DIN
EN 1627

seawater resistance

wear-resistant core

your

Mechanical Access Control

The right cylinders
for your projects
We place great emphasis on environmentally friendly production with high-grade materials when manufacturing our
products in our state-of-the-art machinery. In doing so, we
consistently meet the highest quality standards and our
virtually comprehensive range of products offers various
equipment variants which increase the durability of your
locking system, such as wear-resistant cores, corrosion protection and seawater resistance.
Thanks to our dedicated team of specialists, we are able
to provide you with intensive support from the planning
to the delivery and expansion of your individual locking
system. We’re also not shy of developing and producing
special solutions according to your customer-specific requirements. Please feel free to contact us!

Special solutions
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Components

Each type fits into the system
Our locking systems are available in cylinder types of various designs which are expandable,
integratable and adapted precisely to your needs. Our cylinder types are available as both
conventional and reversible key systems, in full accordance with your requirements. Here is
a little glimpse into the variety we offer you.

Profile double cylinder

Profile half cylinder

Profile knob cylinder with anti-barricade function

Pinion cylinder

Furniture cylinder

Furniture cylinder with rotary knob

Mechanical Access Control

Components

Profile half cylinder with drill hole on back

Profile knob cylinder

Round cylinder

Lever and lever switch cylinder

Padlock

Microswitch cylinder
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Service

One partner
for all problems

At Winkhaus, the colleagues from all divisions in the company work towards one goal: the
satisfaction of our customers.
With us as a partner, you are optimally prepared for all eventualities. Whether it’s new installations, expansions of existing systems or repeat orders: through open dialogue with
you, we create all the necessary conditions for finding the right solution to suit your requirements. Thanks to our efficient production and IT processes, repeat orders or system expansions are usually possible over decades.
Service in the customer’s interest: our in-house Customer Care Centre at our production facility in Münster will be glad to assist you. From the idea to the planning and implementation,
we ensure that your service process will be smooth and trouble-free.

For more information on our access control solutions, take a look
online in our extensive information and download area, or give us a
call. Our staff is looking forward to talking to you.

zutrittsorganisation@winkhaus.de
winkhaus.com

Aug. Winkhaus GmbH & Co. KG
Hessenweg 9
48157 Münster, Germany
T. +49 251 4908- 0
F. +49 251 4908- 145
winkhaus.de
zutrittsorganisation@winkhaus.de
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